
Andersen Notes; 718-723  
p. 718 
Torricelli, Descartes, Fermat, Pascal, and Wallis all came up with special case formulae for areas 

under curves and tangents to curves… but nobody came up with general solutions. 
p. 719 
Greeks avoided infinity stuff alla Zeno. 
p. 720 
The late 17th c. mathamaticians started to experiment with analytical math.  [They sort of 

experimented with algebraic ideas like Galileo experimented with physical objects.  In a 
way, math became an experimental science.  They didn’t have a theory as to why some 
things worked.] 

Both N and L figured out the FTC: that determination of quadratures (areas under a curve) and 
tangents (first deriv) were reciprocal procedures.  [The derivative or the integral is sort of a 
higher level of operation… uber-addition.]  Neither N or L could adequately explain the calc. 
[At least to the satisfaction of later theoriest.] 

N’s version was developed ca. 1665-6: fluxions.  Didn’t publish a stand alone treatise on it until 
1704.  He mentions it in Principia (1687) but doesn’t expound on it.  The fluxion (flowing 
thing) was velocity in N’s version of physical calculus.  x-dot.   

p. 721 
Leibniz came up with the integral (big S for sum) and the differential (dy/dx) notations.   
Leibniz also came up with many of the methods used in using differential calc… like product 

rule and the like.  Leib published his calc in 1684 and in 1686 his integral form too.  
Continentals ran with Leibniz’s form.  British were suspicious of it for philosophical reasons 
(N’s didn’t explicitely evoke infinitesimals.).  [Prolly more about nationalism.]   

p. 722 
Yet, Early Mod. math was still rooted in geometry.  It was not working on a theory of functions 

as it does today.  Only in the 18th century did functions (the formulas) become a source for 
investigations instead of always referring to the curves they plotted. 

Pure mathematics was the fringe of mixed mathematics and not a field of its own.  But it gained 
acceptance little by little…  

 
 
 
 

 
Newman-Notes-Alchemy_to_Chymistry 
Chapter 21: From Alchemy to “Chymistry” 
 
p. 497 
Alchemy changed as it moved into 17th c… from mineralogy and metallurgy to chemical, 

material, and medicinal theory.  But at the same time it was still very much “alchemy” and 
much of the literature still referred to Herm. Tris.  the supposed founder of the ancient art. 

The goal of changing base metals into gold is a caricature stemming from the French 
Enlightenment. 



Real applied alchemy dealt with assaying, refining, dye and pigments, glass and ceramics, 
artificial gems, weapons, luminescence, brewing, medical stuff, purification, and 
pharmaceuticals.  … spliced onto cosmological and religious overtones. 

Alchemy not taught in universities.. was at home in monasteries and courtly and medical circles.  
By 17th c. “chymistry” entered the university.   

Alchemical popularity caused by 4 things: 
 1. neo-Platonism of Ren. with its occult magic 
 2. medical reforms 
 3. tech and industrial potential as valuable manual art 
 4. unorthodox religious speculation worked well with alchemy 
p. 499 
Newman will use the term “chymistry” for chem/alchem tech and theory in early mod period. 
 
The Early Sixteenth Century 
Humanists (including Alberti, Petrarch, and Erasmus) held alchemy in distain.  But the more 

neo-Platonic set like Ficino (under Lorenzo de’Medici patronage) encouraged alchemical 
speculations like those of Agrippa.  p. 500 Ficino linked vital spirit of cosmos to alchemical 
quintessence.  He really ran with a spiritus theory for alchemy. 

p. 500 
Ficino’s endorsement gave alchemy some heavy weight philosophical cred.  Middle aged 

alchemy was rather pedestrian by comparison.   
p. 501  
Agrippa argued that the 4 elements were each “three-fold,” and that knowledge of this further 

division was the secret of “natural magic.”  He suggested that elemental earth could be 
extracted from humus by burning and washing.  He also put some numerology onto 
alchemy… the number one, monas, was represented by the “philosopher’s stone,” the stone 
that allowed transformations to take place.   

p. 502 
Emerald Tablets of Hermes Tris. seen in a new light with Agrippa’s interpretation.  Seen more as 

macro-micro cosmic rather than as simple recipes.   
 
Paracelsus (1493-1541) 
Best known for moving alchemy from metal transformations to medical applications.  He saw 

the organs of the body as alchemical apparatus… filters, casks, etc…   Believed that the 
minerals of the world were also in the body.  

p. 504 
He promoted homeopathy: like cures like.  His followers coined the term, “chymiatria” or 

iatrochemistry.  The traditional goals of alchemy, “Chrysopoeia” and “argyropoeia” (making 
of gold and silver) were still considered by Paracelsus.   

Newman mentions John of Rupescissa (14th c.) and Lull who describe extraction of alcohol… as 
quintessence.   

Medieval and Paracelsian alchemy promoted a matter theory in which metals come from sulfur 
and mercury in the earth… derived from Aristotle’s Meteorology.  Paracelsus added salt to 
the two (mercury and sulfur), forming a tria prima, echoing the Trinity.   

p. 505  



No doubt the addition of salt was in response to salt peter and gunpowder.  Table salt preserved 
flesh nicely.  Salt peter also worked as a fertilizer… vivifying.   

[Interesting connection between salt peter (nitre) as a fertilizer.  Newman cites Henry Guerlac, 
“John Mayow and the Aerial Nitre.” [can’t seem to find this one in JSTOR] and “The Poet’s 
Nitre” in Isis (1954), and Debus, “The Paracelsian Aerial Nitre” also in Isis (1964).] 

Not clear how the three principles and the 4 elements related in Paracelsus.   
Fundamental alchemical process for Paracelsus was “Scheidung” or separation.  Most if not all 

alchemical processes involved separation… even God’s creation (somehow?). 
p. 506 
Reaction to and Influence of Paracelsus 
Rudolf II [surprise surprise] liked Paracelsus.  He was popular in many courts, but not so much 

at Universities.   
Sennert (1572-1637) [the early atomist] wrote a book, De chymicorum cum Aristotelicis et 

Galenicis consensu ac dissensu, which dissed Paracelsus yet defended chymistry.   
The importance or originality of Paracelsus on subsequent chemistry or medicine is still 

debatable. 
p. 508 
Jean Beguin’s Tyrocinium chymicum (Chymical Training) from ca. 1610, became a popular text 

on chymistry and was favorable to Paracelsus.   
p. 510  
First academic position for chymistry given to Johann Hartmann (1568-1631).  [somewhere in 

Germany].  Such positions became common by 18th c.  
 
Transmutation and Matter Theory 
Even Boyle considered transmutation possible. He tried for some 40 years.  The official divorse 

of alchemy from chemistry is perhaps in the late 17th c., when the 3rd ed. of Lemery’s 
textbook, Cours de Chimie, no longer had the chapter on transmutation/alchemy.   

p. 512 
Gerber’s (13th c.) view of matter… various sized particles… separation was the mechanics of 

alchemy…  Gerber’s corpuscular theory inspired Sennert’s atomism which inspired Boyle’s 
atomism of the 1650s.   

Von Helmont (1579-1644) also promoted Gerberian corpuscular theory and promoted 
iatrochemical theory sans Paracelsian macro-macrocosm analogies and didn’t hold to the 
primacy of the tria prima.  Van Helmont hoped to distill the alkahest, a liquid made up of the 
finest atoms possible. Such a liquid could penetrate any and all materials and cut them apart.  
[sort of like Alien blood] 

 
p. 513 
Schools of Thought in Early Modern Chymistry 
Georg Stahl (famous 18th-c. chemist) identified 3 schools of alchemy 
 1. philosopher’s stone from “vitriol” (ca. copper or iron sulfate) 
 2. philosopher’s stone from salt peter (nitre) 
 3. philosopher’s stone from mercury (Hg) 
 
Newman describes Philalethes (a.k.a. Starkey) … who opted to go with the Mercury approach.  

From some odd mercury concoction, a tree was supposed to grow and from this would be 



born the “philosopher’s stone.”  In fact, Starkey’s recipe does make a nice crystalline tree, 
just no philosopher’s stone.  This recipe was heavily influential on Boyle and Newton. See 
Query 31 in The Opticks for N’s use of Starkey/Helmontian/Gerberian matter theory.  

 
Another group of alchemists thought that salts from rich humus (salt peter) were integral to the 

philosopher’s stone.   
p. 516 
Alchemy, fundamentally, stressed controlled and measurable experimentation.  Alchemy was 

natural acc. to its adherents like Boyle and Newton and Stahl.   
The early applications of alchemical tech. went to distillers of “strong waters,” perfumers, 

metallurgists, and apothecaries.  Alchemical theory also aided early corpuscular theory.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


